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ABSTRACT

RNA mutational analysis at the secondary-structure
level can be useful to a wide-range of biological ap-
plications. It can be used to predict an optimal site
for performing a nucleotide mutation at the single
molecular level, as well as to analyze basic phenom-
ena at the systems level. For the former, as more
sequence modification experiments are performed
that include site-directed mutagenesis to find and
explore functional motifs in RNAs, a pre-processing
step that helps guide in planning the experiment
becomes vital. For the latter, mutations are general-
ly accepted as a central mechanism by which evo-
lution occurs, and mutational analysis relating to
structure should gain a better understanding of
system functionality and evolution. In the past
several years, the program RNAmute that is struc-
ture based and relies on RNA secondary-structure
prediction has been developed for assisting in RNA
mutational analysis. It has been extended from
single-point mutations to treat multiple-point muta-
tions efficiently by initially calculating all suboptimal
solutions, after which only the mutations that stabil-
ize the suboptimal solutions and destabilize the
optimal one are considered as candidates for
being deleterious. The RNAmute web server for mu-
tational analysis is available at http://www.cs.bgu
.ac.il/�xrnamute/XRNAmute.

INTRODUCTION

The RNA molecule, once perceived as a passive carrier of
genetic material from DNA, has long been shown to
possess an active role that is reminiscent to proteins.
Moreover, in the past several years, new discoveries
have demonstrated the peculiar possibilities of an RNA
molecule to control fundamental processes in living cells
[reviews of some of these recent discoveries can be found
in (1–3)]. Although the functional role of RNAs are often

related to their 3D structure, the RNA secondary struc-
ture is experimentally accessible and in a variety of
systems contains a significant amount of information to
shed light on the relationship between structure and
function. In general, RNA folding is thought to be hier-
archical in nature (4,5), where a stable secondary structure
forms first and subsequently there is a refinement to the
tertiary fold. Thus, RNA secondary-structure prediction
as performed in energy minimization software packages
(6,7) is also important for tertiary structure prediction,
let alone by itself. For example, in the recently discovered
genetic control elements called riboswitches (2,3), a mech-
anism for bacterial gene regulation by RNAs was already
observed by examining the secondary structure even
before any knowledge about tertiary structure became
available. On the prediction side, mutational analysis
using the program implemented in our RNAmute web-
server was performed on a TPP-riboswitch, and experi-
mental results were able to verify the predictions of
a deleterious and a compensatory mutation on that
riboswitch (8). This type of prediction, knowing that it
could be verified, may offer prospects for rational design
in the future.

In general, the purpose of the RNAmute webserver is as
follows. For a given biological system that involves RNA,
for example, an RNA virus or a segment of an mRNA of
interest or any other type of an RNA sub-sequence in the
length order of 100–150 nt, there are most probably some
RNA secondary-structure motifs-like unique stem–loops
(9,10) that are believed to possess some kind of a func-
tional role. Oftentimes, there is a motivation to find a
mutation that may alter this functional role. A logical
step toward this goal is to predict which mutations may
exhibit a fold that is significantly different in its secondary
structure than that of the wild-type. In principle, when no
other knowledge is available on the behavior of mutations
in that system and a multiple alignment is not at hand to
use an approach that analyzes substitutions (11), or to
perform comparative modeling (12) or to generate covari-
ance models (13), the best that can be done and could be
very useful is to predict the folding of the wild-type
sequence and several mutants by energy minimization
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using software such as Zuker’s mfold (6) or Vienna’s
RNAfold (7). For performing this type of mutational
analysis in a systematic way, a basic approach that can
be traced back to preliminary ideas in (14–16) and later
was developed into the RNAmute program (17,18) is to
order mutations in various tables according to their dis-
tance from the wild-type predicted structure. That way,
the mutations with the largest distances can be singled
out from the rest for further examination. Other
approaches that use the same energy parameter rules
(19) were also developed, notably RDMAS (20) and
RNAmutants (21,22), and are reviewed in (23).

In practice, the most straight-forward application for
performing mutational analysis using RNAmute is to
guide biochemical experiments that directly involve the
insertion of mutations, such as site-directed mutagenesis.
Despite the limitations of the approach that are mentioned
in the continuation, it provides a useful lead that can be
checked for verification. In addition, the growing import-
ance of SNP detection based on high-throughput se-
quencing may also present a need for coarse-grained
mutational analysis, such as in investigating the structural
behavior of synonymous SNPs. As a consequence, we
have now developed the RNAmute webserver that can
easily be used by practitioners with no prior knowledge
and basically performs mutational analyzes based on
energy minimization predictions in a user-friendly way.

THE RNAMUTE METHOD

The RNAmute program uses folding predictions by
energy minimization in an efficient way to analyze neigh-
boring mutants (e.g. single-point, two-point, three-point
and more) relative to a given wild-type RNA sequence.
It employs routines from the Vienna RNA package (24),
including the folding prediction of suboptimal solutions.
For convenience with the problem, the Vienna way of
calculating the suboptimals (25) was chosen for the core
of RNAmute (18), although the final output of RNAmute
can be checked by either mfold (6) with its original way of
calculating suboptimal solutions (26) or the Vienna RNA
secondary-structure server (7) for verifying the results.
This final verification step is recommended after the user
has been able to find some interesting mutations by
examining the output of RNAmute interactively. It
should be clarified that the desired number of mutations
is made in the RNA sequence, not the secondary structure,
allowing the researcher to see the effects of point muta-
tions on the overall structure of the RNA.

The way RNAmute operates is as follows. After the
user supplies an input sequence and the number of muta-
tions to be analyzed, the initial step of RNAmute is to
calculate all suboptimal solutions of the input sequence
using Vienna’s RNAsubopt. Next, an appropriate filtering
step is applied to reduce the number of suboptimal solu-
tions, after which only the mutations that stabilize the
suboptimal solutions and destabilize the optimal one are
considered. In the final step, the mutations reached from
the previous step are sorted according to their distance
from the wild-type predicted structure, starting from

mutations that are with zero distance from the wild-type
(mutations that fold into the same structure as that of the
wild-type) and ending with mutations that are with large
distances from the wild-type. The latter, most probably
some conformational rearranging mutations, are examined
by comparing between the folding prediction of the
wild-type and the folding prediction of the mutants. The
information for comparison is available to the user in
output screens reached by single-clicks, and this visualiza-
tion processing continues until the user collects all the
desired candidates for deleterious mutations based on
the output at hand. More features are available for the
user to control which mutations are to be analyzed using
the parameter values, for example the user can choose to
discard the mutations that change amino acid after trans-
lation. For more details on the method employed by
RNAmute, the reader is referred to (18).

RNAMUTE WEBSERVER

Input

The RNAmute webserver (http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/
�xrnamute/XRNAmute) runs on a Unix cluster with
four types of computation nodes, including: IBM x3550
M3 servers with 2 Quad Core Xeon E5620 2.40 GHz SMT
processors with 12M L3 cache and 24G RAM�max
ppn=16, Intel SMP server with 2 Quad Core E5335
2.00GHz processors with 4M L2 cache and 4G
RAM�max ppn=8, Intel SMP servers with 2 Dual
Core Xeon 5140 2.33 GHz processors with 4M L2 cache
and 4G RAM�max ppn=4 and Pentium4 2.40 GHz
processors with 512M RAM�max ppn=1. The types
of nodes are chosen by the cluster scheduler depending
on free slots.
The input screen of the RNAmute webserver is shown

in Figure 1 (containing default parameter values).
Initially, the user provides an RNA sequence of up to
200 nt. In addition, the number of mutations should be
inserted (a value of 1 corresponds to single-point muta-
tions, a value of 2 corresponds to double-point mutations,
and a value of m corresponds to m-point mutations).
Next, the user can choose to select ‘Do not change
amino acids’, in which case the start of reading frame
should also be supplied in order for the constraint that
considers the genetic code to be effective. On the right,
the clustering resolution for each of the three tables
should be chosen. This controls how the grouping of the
mutations will appear in each table, but the exact values
are less critical because they can also be updated at a later
stage for a convenient examination of the corresponding
tables. After selecting the above options, the algorithm
parameters should be inserted. The parameters are dist1,
dist2, e-range, type of distance, type of method. They are
all described in detail in the Tutorial Page that is accessible
by pressing ‘Help’ at the bottom of the screen, and in the
methodology paper for the efficient version of RNAmute
(18). In brief, their description is as follows. The user can
choose between two different types of distance for filtering
the suboptimal solutions: Hamming distance, or base pair
distance. Hamming distance calculates the number of
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mismatches between the two dot-brackets being compared,
whereas the base pair distance is given by the number of
base pairs that have to be opened or closed to transform
one structure into the other. The base pair distance has
been widely used for comparing between two RNA sec-
ondary structures, and is a fine choice for being selected by
the user, although there are certain situations when the
Hamming distance can slightly be preferred in perhaps
some special instances. For example, suppose we are
comparing the following two dot-brackets:

((((.....))))
.((((....))))

The base pair distance between these two dot-brackets
is 8, whereas the Hamming distance is 2, faithfully reflect-
ing a slight change to the overall structure if this is indeed
desired. In performing mutational analysis by filtering and
categorization, it was noticed that both these distance
types give very similar results, and therefore picking either
one is legitimate. Once the distance type is specified, nu-
merical values should be inserted for dist1, dist2 and
e-range. The two parameters dist1 and dist2 are used for

filtering the suboptimal solutions that are close to the
optimal and close to each other, respectively. It is recom-
mended that their values will be �25% of the sequence
length, and this value should be lowered if more solutions
are desired. The parameter e-range is the one used in the
RNAsubopt routine from the Vienna RNA package
(7,24). In general, a larger e-range value will provide
better results but also take a longer time to compute.
Our suggestion is that e-values between 8 and 15 will be
used for a sequence length of �100 bases. It is advisable to
use lower values first and if the running time is too short,
one can always increase the e-range and try another run.
For the method type, we provide four different complexity
modes for our algorithm: ‘Fast, only stabilizing’, ‘Slow,
only stabilizing’, ‘Fast, stabilizing and destabilizing’ and
‘Slow, stabilizing and destabilizing’. We suggest using ini-
tially one of the two ‘Fast’ options that are available. The
first option is the fastest and can be used for the initial trial
calculation, providing a sufficient number of solutions to
begin with, whereas the third option is slower but provides
more solutions compared to the first, offering a refine-
ment. Obviously, the ‘Slow’ options will consider more

Figure 1. The input screen of the RNAmute webserver including default parameters. The method employed as default is the fastest available. The
number of mutations is set to 3.
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mutations relative to the ‘Fast’ options and they will run
even slower. By default, ‘Fast, only stabilizing’ is selected.
Finally, the user specifies whether the results should arrive
by email, in which case the email address should be
specified. Otherwise, the results will be available in an
interactive job mode. When submitting the job inter-
actively, in some cases the results may take several
minutes to compute, and patience is advised while follow-
ing the instructions on the screen.

Output

The results are guaranteed to be kept for at least one week
after they are generated in the web link that is provided
to the user. In addition to keeping the web link for later
use, the user has an option to download the essence of the
results as a static file containing textual information.

After the example parameters in the input screen of
Figure 2 are inserted and the form is submitted, the pre-
liminary results screen appearing in Figure 3 is obtained.
The query RNA sequence appears at the top, and below it
are three tables for ordering mutations using tree-edit
distance, base pair distance and Hamming distance.

It should be noted that the more expensive tree-edit
distance was not considered during the stage of filtering
suboptimal solutions (the choice was between base pair
distance and Hamming distance), but it is being used
together with the other two for sorting mutations accord-
ing to their distance from the wild-type predicted struc-
ture. Each row in the tables contains some distance range
and the number of mutations that are within this distance
range. Clustering resolution, which is a technical feature
that is used to control the amount of resolution in each
table being displayed for convenience to the user, can be
updated for each table separately using the ‘UPDATE’
button. Figure 4 illustrates how the changes in the tables
of Figure 3 occurred as a consequence of fine tuning the
clustering resolution parameter. When the clustering reso-
lution was manually changed and updated to a value of 1
in the base pair distance table, all the mutations in the
‘8–26’ group have been re-distributed to subgroups
where there is a difference of only 1 between the upper
value in the distance range of a particular group and the
lower value in the distance range of the next group, exclu-
sive of the group ‘6–6’ that contains only one mutation.
Next, the user can click on each distance range table entry to

Figure 2. The input screen of the RNAmute webserver with the example parameters inserted. In the example, the number of mutations is set to 2
and a more time consuming method is employed relative to the default one.
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Figure 3. The preliminary results screen of the RNAmute webserver, ordering mutations in tables according to their distances from the wild-type
predicted structure.

Figure 4. The preliminary results screen of the RNAmute webserver after fine tuning the clustering resolution parameter in some of the tables.
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obtain the list of mutations belonging to that group.
Figure 5 displays the mutation group list screen as a
result of clicking on the ‘22–26 Hamming distance
range’ entry in the Hamming distance table of Figure 4.
In the mutations table appearing in Figure 5, each row in
the table contains the mutation name, corresponding dis-
tance from the wild-type, mean free energy of the mutant
predicted fold in units of kcal/mol, and the dot-bracket
representation of the mutant predicted fold. Finally, by
pressing on each mutation name, a corresponding new
page appears with detailed structure and energy informa-
tion for the mutation. Figure 6 shows the output screen
that corresponds to mutation G7C-A9U available in
Figure 5. It contains secondary-structure drawings of the
wild-type and mutation that facilitates examination of the
structural change. The sequences of the wild-type and
mutant predicted structures, with the mutated bases in
the mutated sequence and structure painted in red,
appear below the secondary-structure drawings. Detailed
information about the free-energies, dot-bracket represen-
tations and the various distances of the mutant predicted
structure from the wild-type predicted structure are given
at the bottom of the page. This way the user can scan
several rearranging mutations by clicking on promising
candidates that are available in Figure 5, until a desired
mutation for a specific task is reached.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent discoveries of functional RNA secondary-structure
motifs in a variety of non-coding RNAs and others, such

as viruses, have boosted the interest in analyzing the effect
of mutations on structure. They brought to an increasing
number of site-directed mutagenesis experiments that
affect these motifs. Whether the purpose is to study the
structural properties of these functional motifs or to per-
form ‘smart’ modifications for rational design purposes,
there is a clear motivation to develop a computational
framework for the mutational analysis of RNA secondary
structures. When no RNA alignments are available, only a
single RNA sequence, one relies at present on thermo-
dynamic parameters as the main framework (as was
done in the development of RNAmute, RDMAS and
RNAmutants, see (23) for their descriptions and compari-
son). Toward this end, RNA secondary-structure predic-
tions by energy minimization are performed on RNA
wild-type and mutant sequences. Thus, sequences that
have been shown to fold correctly by experimental struc-
ture determination techniques to their energy minimiza-
tion predicted structure are the best to work with as
inputs to these programs in order to achieve reliable re-
sults. Though exceptional cases exist, in general the upper
range estimate for the sequence length that these programs
are useful for is �150 nt; therefore, the RNAmute web-
server supports sequences of up to 200 nt long. For
example, RNA functional motifs of up to 150 nt that
form stable stem–loop structures and are taken from
UTRs or ORFs of viruses may constitute favorable can-
didates for their analysis with the RNAmute webserver
although this is by no means inclusive. The goal of the
methodology behind the webserver is to process a large
number of mutations efficiently. The analysis of multiple

Figure 5. Mutation group list screen as a result of running RNAmute for the case of two-point mutations for the example sequence.
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point mutations without any efficient strategy is highly
expensive since the running time is O(nm) for a sequence
of length n with m-point mutations. The RNAmute
method that is now implemented in a webserver was de-
veloped to meet this challenge. By calculating in the initial
stage all suboptimal solutions, after which only the muta-
tions that stabilize the suboptimal solutions and destabil-
ize the optimal one are considered as candidates for being
deleterious, the method employed reduces the running
time from several hours to several minutes as was
described in (18). Thus, the methodology behind the
webserver enables its practical use for the analysis of
multiple-point mutations.
The RNAmute webserver was developed with the goal

of making the efficient method for the mutational analysis
of RNA secondary structures available for the entire
biological community. The webserver is user-friendly
and accessible to practitioners, both in terms of ease of
use and simplification of the output. We believe that it will
serve experimental groups for improving their capability
to perform RNA mutational analysis.
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